Maintaining inhibition: siRNA double expression vectors against coxsackieviral RNAs.
The potential of RNA interference (RNAi) to inhibit virus propagation has been well established in recent years. In several studies, however, emergence of viral escape mutants after prolonged exposure to RNAi has been observed, raising a major hurdle for a possible therapeutic application of this strategy. Here, we report the design and characterisation of a vector that allows the simultaneous expression of two short hairpin RNAs (shRNAs), thereby maintaining high silencing activity even against a viral RNA bearing mutations in one of the target sites. Two short interfering RNAs (siRNAs) against the 3D-RNA dependent RNA polymerase of coxsackievirus B3 were identified that displayed efficient inhibition of virus propagation in HeLa cells and reduced the virus titre by up to 90%. We generated two expression vectors encoding these newly identified siRNAs and evaluated their silencing efficiency against the target gene in a reporter assay. Viral escape was then simulated by introducing a point mutation into either of the target sites. This substitution led to complete abrogation of silencing by the respective vector. To bypass this blockade of silencing, an siRNA double expression vector (SiDEx) was constructed to achieve simultaneous expression of both siRNAs from one plasmid. The silencing efficiency of both siRNAs generated by SiDEx was comparable to that of the individual mono-expression vectors. In contrast to the conventional expression vectors, SiDEx displayed substantial gene regulation also of the mutated target RNA. As our approach of expressing various shRNAs from one vector is based on a simple and universally applicable cloning strategy, SiDEx may be a helpful tool to achieve sustained silencing of viruses, ultimately reducing the risk of emergence of viable mutants. An additional application of SiDEx vectors will be the simultaneous knockdown of two targeted genes for functional studies.